Vitality MD
5 STAR REVIEWS

Hamza 2.0
2 reviews

Cathy Mackie
1 review

Beautiful Office - friendly and knowledgeable staff and
services are top notch! Highly recommend for improving
health and wellness!

Second shot yesterday. Making life more comfortable and
ultimately more enjoyable. Highly recommend it ladies!

Robbie Spier Miller
Local Guide·12 reviews

Adam Strazzeri
Local Guide·50 reviews

I am sleeping better and feeling better. It's great to have a
doctor who understands both traditional medicine and
alternative health so you can get the best of both. Thank you!

Got me feeling like myself again. The younger stronger more
focused version of myself.
Highly recommend

Aleksandra Jelenic
2 reviews

Sylvia
1 review

All of my visits to VitalityMD have been excellent. Amazing
staff, beautiful establishment with incredible services. The
Femmlift was a whole lot quicker then I expected and
pain-free! I recommend it 100%.

I have Interstitial Cystitis and decided to try the O-Shot with
targeted injections to my outer urethral area where constant
burning has been a symptom for 20+ years. It took a little
longer than expected (about 8-10 weeks post injection), but
the effects have been quite amazing. I can fall asleep most
nights without feeling a constant inflammatory sensation in
my urethra and during the day I am hardly aware of any
burning at all. This symptom of my disease has improved by
about 40 % after one injection and my urinary frequency and
urgency has improved by about 20 %. I am anxious to meet
with Dr. Caplan to book another O-Shot and hope to have
compounded positive effects from the second injection. I
would urge anyone with urinary disease to consider trying the
O-Shot since it's the only thing that has made this much
difference in my comfort since I was diagnosed with IC. The
clinic is very professional and Dr. Caplan takes every
patient's history into account to make suggestions that are
best suited to them.

Simex BPO
2 reviews
Oh really! VitalityMD provides amazing services for me! I am
really appreciate and strongly recommended!

Jason Rodney
Local Guide·63 reviews
This place is amazing!
The staff is amazing!
Dr. Caplan is magnificent!
Everyone needs a consultation to see what I’m talking about.

Silvina Joseph
25 reviews
It was my first visit and I must say Dr Caplen and her staff are
amazing.They made me super comfortable before and during
the treatment.Dr Caplen is very knowledgeable and really
means well for her clients beyond the treatment plan.I look
forward to my next treatment.
Peter Dudek
Local Guide·47 reviews
A great clinic offering a variety of services, worth looking into.
IV boosters were good
Tracey Moore
2 reviews
I recently had the Viveve and O Shot. I suffered from a
stressed urinary incontinence (leakage) I was on a waitlist for
surgery until I discovered Vitality MD. I felt everything from
the consult to the procedure was 100% informative,
supportive and exceeded of what I had expected. No down
time, results right away. The only regret I have is that I didn’t
do this sooner!

Beata McMullen
1 review
I went for the first time for a jet peel facial it was outstanding.
Lesley was incredible and made me feel comfortable and
explain in details what kind procedure is in jet peel. Thank
you Lesley for such a wonderful experience loved it

danielle campbell
1 review
The most amazing place to get facial treatments, Victoria is
amazing & has helped me clear up my face so much. The
treatments are amazing & so are the products she has
reccomended to me. Thank you so much! Forever grateful for
my amazing skin:)

mandi sananes
1 review
Vitality MD is a beautiful place! All the staff are warm and
welcoming and make you feel right at home. Dr. Shari
Caplan was amazing. My complaint was urinary leakage and
she suggested the Viveve treatment. The treatment is a little
invasive (we are talking about work being done in the vagina)
but it was painless with absolutely no recovery time. Within a
few days I noticed a difference. No more leakage every time I
coughed and I could no longer say "I laughed so hard I peed
my pants". There's an added bonus that I just must
mention...increased sensitivity in the area makes sex just that
much better! I suggest you talk to Dr. Shari, she has all sorts
of fixes for womanly problems.
Kara Thornhill
1 review
Dr Shari Caplan is an amazing doctor and has helped me
immensely. Within a matter of 6 months of working with Dr
Caplan I feel better than I have in years. Dr Caplan is
professional, knowledgeable and up to date on all the current
research and has an amazing bedside manner. What I really
love is her integrative approach to health and well being.
Vitality MD offers amazing services, the staff are professional
and courteous and the spa is beautiful. Thank you so much
Dr Caplan and staff!!!
Nicole Archambault
4 reviews

Annie Mehesh
5 reviews
Won a giveaway contest off Instagram for a mini lip plump
with Nurse Yara! After making my appointment, I went in and
right away was greeted by friendly faces. The spa was very
clean, and well kept, it was a very calm and positive
environment. My appointment went very smoothly, and I was
provided with answers to any questions I had throughout the
procedure. I will hands down be returning again to this
beautiful spa & would recommend it to all and any future
friends & strangers !!!!

Green Eyes
4 reviews
Dr. Caplan has been my physician for the last 25 years, she
is highly competent, efficient and caring. I just had my
physical today and she spent an hour with me going through
everything, she offers excellent care.
The staff are always kind, helpful and friendly.

Had filler services done by Nurse Yara... and I am in love!!
The facility is very clean, front desk is super kind and friendly
and I was ensured comfort when I felt nervous!! Cant wait to
try more services here!

Kate Anderson
2 reviews
My skin feels and looks AMAZING after having a chemical
peel facial done with lesley!! She is very kind and throughly
explains everything you need without trying to up sell you
products you do not need!! The spa room was also very
relaxing and clean!!

Green Eyes
4 reviews
Shari Caplan is an amazing, knowledgeable Doctor. She
keeps up to date constantly. She is about health and she
lives it - this is why she built the clinic. She wants the best for
everyone and you can talk to her about anything. The
Springboard Pilates classes are fantastic. Teachers are
experienced and patient. Highly recommended.

Vitality MD
1-416-792-1100
1769 Avenue Rd, Toronto, Ontario, Canada,
M5M 3Y8

